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“At its core, to be a professional is to be committed to learning. As Professor 
Pound wrote, ‘[a]n unlearned profession is a contradiction in terms’ – the 
pursuit of knowledge and its application is at the heart of what it means 
to be a professional. However, it is not just the acquisition of skill that                       
distinguishes a professional … Rather, to be a professional is to be engaged 
with the performance of an art which has as its object the betterment of the 
human condition.”

THE HONOURABLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE SUNDARESH MENON
PRESIDENT, SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW



Take control of your professional future by planning for it effectively, with LIFTED. 
 
 
LIFTED currently supports the following groups:
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LIFTED is a map

In different job roles in the legal industry, what knowledge, skills and attitudes do you need to excel at your 
work? 
 
LIFTED helps you respond to this question by providing a framework for making decisions about what to 
learn, when and why, based on your particular role in the legal profession. 
 
How can you develop such competence? 
 
LIFTED also connects you with relevant programmes from a range of learning providers drawing from multiple 
sources including: 
 
• SILE Calendar of Accredited Learning Activities 
• SkillsFuture Course Directory  
• Singapore Academy of Law 
• Law Society of Singapore 
• Singapore Corporate Counsel Association 
• Higher Education Institutions 
 
Finally, LIFTED is integrated with the national SkillsFuture initiative by being the source of the Legal Industry 
job roles and career progression data in the MySkillsFuture Portal so that you can decide how you want to 
advance your career within the wider employment ecosystem.

Legal  
Practitioners

Legal 
Support

In-house 
Counsel

 
 

• Range of progression levels 
• Core and specialist competencies
• Supporting learning programmes
• Multiple pathways and entry points



LIFTED is a way of being
Being a competent professional requires more than just clocking in the hours and accumulating CPD points. 
It requires your active pursuit of learning new things in a variety of ways that will develop your whole 
professional being.
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Intrapersonal Domain

Ethical Domain

Specialist Domain

Complementary Domain

Technology Domain

Interpersonal Domain

Legal Domain

Active Learning Attitude 

“The process of learning has an entirely different quality for students in the being mode of relatedness to 
the world. … They have thought beforehand about the problems the lectures will be dealing with and have 
in mind certain questions and problems of their own. … Instead of being passive receptacles of words and 
ideas, they listen, they hear, and most important, they receive and respond in an active, productive way.”    
- Erich Fromm (2013)

Whole Legal Learner



LIFTED is a language
Expand your learning vocabulary, broaden your understanding of relevance, and be an active participant 
in the continuing education conversation.
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Caters for a range of learner levels to interact 
with experts, through multiple learning  
formats, to exchange viewpoints from various  
perspectives, and advance thought leadership, 
on a set of related topics or issues across  
multiple disciplines or subjects.

Conference

Caters for one or more experts in a subject to 
speak on specific issues from their perspective 
and then invite views of learners on what has 
been shared.

Seminar

Caters for a large amount of knowledge to be 
transmitted from an expert to a large number 
of learners in a short amount of time with some     
opportunity to clarify understanding through   
question and answer at the end.

Lecture

Caters for skills-focused, highly interactive and 
experiential learning where the facilitator is a 
guide rather than expert, to support learners 
towards finding their own solutions to  
problems posed and reaching their own  
conclusions through reflection and critical  
discussion.

Workshop

Caters for candid and fully-participative small 
group discussion and debate of a specific issue 
or topic, including sharing of best practices. 
Ideal when all learners are of similar knowledge 
and skills level.

Roundtable

Caters for just-in-time or blended learning       
comprising videos, podcasts, discussion boards 
and quizzes accessed online.

eLearning



LIFTED is a tool
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You have diverse strengths to develop and limitations to address, and understanding what they are will help 
you make better decisions about your professional learning. Use the LIFTED web application to identify and 
prioritise your learning needs.

 
To make better learning and    
professional development         
decisions, the LIFTED App       
supports you in three ways.

Select the option that suits you 
best right now, and make sure to 
come back to benefit from the 
other options/ services later.

Make use of the LIFTED App 
whenever and wherever it suits 
your busy schedule.

https://app.lifted.sg
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Identify your learning needs. 
 
In a hurry? Find courses that 
match your immediate learning 
priorities with just three clicks. 

Got a bit more time? Plan your 
professional learning in the longer 
run by taking a full review of your 
professional development needs.

 
Browse CPD courses. 
 
Browse current and upcoming 
courses industry-wide, in one   
convenient place for Singapore 
legal professionals and  
para-professionals. 

Use the search and filter 
functions to further tailor the      
results towards your interests.

 
Are you tech savvy? 
 
Review your legal technology 
competence and identify courses 
that address your strengths and 
limitations.



LIFTED is a resource
Stay agile. Find what you need, when you need it, from the range of Singapore Academy of Law initiatives, 
products and services.

LIFTED Online
 
LIFTED Online comprises the following resources which have been developed or curated with 
the legal learner in mind: LIFTED Learning Planner 2018, @LIFTED_SAL Twitter feed, LIFTED 
App, LIFTED eLearning, LIFTED articles.  
Access all of this and more at https://www.sal.org.sg/LIFTED.

 

Journals Online by Academy Publishing

Journals Online provides instant access to all journal and magazine content published by the 
Singapore Academy of Law. Journals Online is available  
at http://journalsonline.academypublishing.org.sg.

LawNet and LawNet Premium

LawNet is a subscription portal that caters to the research and legal information needs of the 
legal community. Since its inception in 1990, LawNet has grown in leaps and bounds, adding 
information, applications and databases to suit the evolving needs of legal practitioners, 
corporate counsel, paralegals, law academics and law students.  
Visit https://www.lawnet.sg. 

Singapore Law Watch

Singapore Law Watch is a free daily legal news service for the law community in Singapore and 
abroad. It features the latest Singapore law headlines, judgments, case highlights, legislation as 
well as a current listing of seminars and publications.  
Visit http://www.singaporelawwatch.sg. 

Singapore Legal History

Through its Legal Heritage Committee, SAL has an active programme to document and 
showcase Singapore’s legal heritage. Its latest publication is ‘Legal Legacies: The Storeys 
of Singapore Law’ which can be purchased at https://www.sal-e.org.sg/legal-legacies-the-
storeys-of-singapore-law. Also visit https://www.sal.org.sg/Resources-Tools/Legal-Heritage. 

 
 
Future Law Innovation Programme 
 
Singapore Academy of Law’s Future Law Innovation Programme (FLIP) offers support and 
resources to forward-thinking law firms and Legal Tech startups to switch to a brighter, 
innovation-driven future. Visit https://www.flip.org.sg. 
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LIFTED is a journey
Explore the best on offer for the legal learning year with LIFTED and our learning partners.

Every Tuesday 
from Feb Tech Tuesdays @ SAL Singapore Academy of Law

5 Feb The Human and Business Case for Lawyer Wellbeing:  
Law Firm Leaders’ Roundtable Singapore Academy of Law

28 Feb Wellbeing at Law for Young Lawyers Seminar Singapore Academy of Law

8 Mar Centre for Banking and Finance Law: Trade Finance Conference NUS Faculty of Law

4-6 Apr Technology Law Festival 2018 (TechLaw.Fest 2018) Singapore Academy of Law

19-20 Apr Litigation Conference Workshop 2018 Law Society of Singapore

23-24 Apr Professional Mediation Skills - Cultural Fluency in Cross-Border Mediations Singapore International  
Dispute Resolution Academy

16, 30 Jan  
& 6, 8 Feb 5th Developments in IP Law Seminar Series IP Academy
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8 Jan Opening of Legal Year 2018 Supreme Court of Singapore

2018 Event Lead Organiser

May

Jul

Family Law Conference 2018

Cybersecurity Conference 2018

Law Society of Singapore

Law Society of Singapore

25 Jul

25-29 Jul

Aug

ABLI-UNCITRAL Emergence Conference

ASEAN Law Association General Assembly

SAL Annual Lecture 2018

Asian Business Law Institute

ASEAN Law Association

Singapore Academy of Law

Jul/Aug Singapore Insolvency Conference 2018 Law Society of Singapore

*Subject to change. Contact lead organiser for more details.

5-6 Feb Strategic Conflict Management for Professionals (Module 1) Singapore Mediation Centre

7-9 Feb Strategic Conflict Management for Professionals (Module 2) Singapore Mediation Centre

30-31 Aug Regional Law & Economics Conference 2018 Singapore Academy of Law

14 Sep SAL Distinguished Speaker Lecture 2018 Singapore Academy of Law

Sep Family Justice Forum 2018 Family Justice Courts



LIFTED is a community
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LIFTED App 
app.lifted.sg

 
Twitter 

@LIFTED_SAL

 
Casual Conversations

Inga_Meyer@sal.org.sg

Training
saltraining@sal.org.sg

 
Conferences &  

Seminars
les@sal.org.sg

 
Instagram 

@SingaporeAcademyOfLaw

 
LinkedIn 

/showcase/legal- 
education-cluster

Join the LIFTED community and make informed decisions about your professional learning and our 
professional future.

 
LIFTED Website 

sal.org.sg/LIFTED

 
LIFTED eLearning 
lifted.teachable.com

http://app.lifted.sg/
https://twitter.com/lifted_sal
mailto:Inga_Meyer%40sal.org.sg?subject=
mailto:saltraining%40sal.org.sg?subject=
mailto:LES%40sal.org.sg?subject=
https://www.instagram.com/singaporeacademyoflaw/
https://sg.linkedin.com/company/legal-education-cluster
https://sg.linkedin.com/company/legal-education-cluster
http://www.sal.org.sg/LIFTED
http://lifted.teachable.com


“We are a profession that is comfortable with predictability, guided by       
precedent. It is the way we are wired to make sense of the new. Yet, in an 
era such as this, when change is both rapid and unpredictable, our ability to 
set new precedents will be what secures our future. At the individual level, 
the desire to learn deeply and widely will be crucial in building capabilities 
to  practise in innovative and responsive ways. As a community, we must 
be  guided by the desire to create spaces for the next generation of legal           
professionals and para-professionals to experiment, fail, learn and ultimately 
succeed beyond what we can imagine and wish for them.”

SERENE WEE 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE, SINGAPORE ACADEMY OF LAW



1 Supreme Court Lane
Level 6
Singapore 178879
www.sal.org.sg

Broaden. Share. Explore.


